Abstract. We compute the small quantum cohomology of H =Hilb 2 (P 1 ×P 1 ) and determine recursively most of the big quantum cohomology. We prove a relationship between the invariants so obtained and the enumerative geometry of hyperelliptic curves in P 1 × P 1 . This extends the results obtained by Graber (2001) for Hilb 2 (P 2 ) and hyperelliptic curves in P 2 .
Introduction
The Gromov-Witten invariants for a smooth projective complex variety X count the (virtual) number of curves on X satisfying some incidence conditions. Those related to the genus zero (virtual) curves are equivalent to the big quantum cohomology QH * of X; in particular the 3-point invariants give the small quantum cohomology QH * s . If X is convex, i.e. H 1 (P 1 , f * (T X )) = 0 for all genus zero stable maps f : P 1 → X, the invariants are enumerative since the moduli space is smooth of the expected dimension. In most cases where the invariants have been computed, QH * s is explicitly given by generators and relations; other genus zero invariants are recursively determined.
Among the non-convex varieties whose QH * is known there is the Hilbert scheme Hilb 2 (P 2 ), studied by Graber in [Gr] . There he computes QH * s explicitly and QH * recursively using the First Reconstruction Theorem [K-M] . He then relates the invariants to the enumerative geometry of hyperelliptic curves in P 2 . In this paper, we study the analogous problem for Q = P 1 × P 1 . The results we obtain are similar. The main differences are: (1) H * (Hilb 2 (Q)) is not generated by the divisor classes, hence a straightforward application of the First Reconstruction Theorem is not enough to determine all the invariants; (2) the group of automorphisms Aut(Q) has four orbits on Hilb 2 (Q), while Aut (P 2 ) has only two on Hilb 2 (P 2 ); (3) we have to be careful about intersection properties of curves; in particular Graber's Position Lemma (Lemma 1.6 below) does not apply directly.
In the first section we collect some basic facts about H =Hilb 2 (Q). Section two contains a detailed study of the deformation theory of certain stable maps to H, which is then used to compute some virtual classes and therefore some invariants.
In section three the small quantum cohomology of H is explicitly computed. The methods used are a combination of classical enumerative geometry, the application of WDVV and the results of §2. An algorithm is also given; it determines most of the other genus zero GW invariants. However, it is not effective, because we do not know how to evaluate all the GW invariants involving only the 2-codimensional generator of the small quantum cohomology ring of H ( §3.4 and Theorem 3.7).
Section four contains the enumerative applications, i.e. an explicit relation (Theorem 4.12) between genus zero GW invariants and enumerative geometry of hyperelliptic curves on Q, which is completely analogous to that proven for P 2 by Graber. The proof is however considerably more complicated.
1. The Hilbert scheme Hilb 2 (P 1 × P 1 )
In this section we fix notation and collect some results on the Hilbert scheme H :=Hilb 2 (P 1 × P 1 ), whose points parametrize 0-dimensional length-2 closed subschemes Z of P 1 × P 1 .
Notation and conventions.
We work over C and we identify the variety P 1 × P 1 with its image under the Segre embedding, i.e. the smooth quadric Q in P 3 . We have two rulings on Q: if q 1 , q 2 are the two projections to P 1 , the fibers of q 1 form the first ruling and those of q 2 the second one.
We consider Chow rings with Q-coefficients. All the varieties in this section have a cellular decomposition, hence we write A * (X) for the Chow group of X with Q-coefficients. By [Ful] Example 19.1.11, A * (X) ∼ = H 2 * (X). In particular we can identify the Chow ring with the cohomology ring.
Let E be the sheaf of sections of a vector bundle E; we denote by P(E) the projective bundle Proj(SymE). Geometrically, points of P(E) correspond to hyperplanes in the fibers of E.
We indicate a non-reduced 0-dimensional subscheme Z of length 2 of Q as a pair (p, v) where p ∈ Q is the support of Z and v ∈ P(T Q,p ) is a direction. We call it a non-reduced point of H. We apologize for the awkward notation.
Two geometrical descriptions of Hilb
2 (P 1 ×P 1 ). The Hilbert scheme H is smooth, projective, irreducible and 4-dimensional. There are two possible geometric descriptions of H. The first is the standard one as a desingularization of the second symmetric product Sym 2 (P 1 × P 1 ) (see [Fo] ). Let U be the product Q × Q, pr 1 , pr 2 the two projections, andŨ the blowup of U along the diagonal δ ⊆ U . The group Z 2 acts on U fixing δ, so there is an induced action on the blowupŨ . The Hilbert scheme H is the quotient schemeŨ /Z 2 .
We have the following diagram:
with i, j the natural inclusions, bl the blowup map and θ the quotient map. It induces an isomorphism of Q-algebras θ * : A * (H) → A * (Ũ ) Z 2 which does not respect the degree (see [P] Remark 1.1.1). We denote by ∆ ∼ = P(T Q ) the image in H of the exceptional divisorδ.
Let h 1 , h 2 be the cycle classes of the two rulings on Q. Then h 0 = [Q], h 1 , h 2 , h 3 := h 1 h 2 is a basis of A * (Q) and h r ⊗ h s , with 0 ≤ r, s ≤ 3, a basis of A * (U ), again by [Ful] Ex. 19.1.11.
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Let ξ be the class of the exceptional divisorδ inŨ . Hence as a Q-algebra A * (H) is generated by ξ,
The Hilbert scheme H can also be viewed as a blow up of the smooth projective 4-dimensional Grassmannian G := Grass(2, 4) of lines in P 3 . We will use the same symbol to denote both a point in G and the corresponding line in P 3 . The meaning will be clear from the context.
Given the quadric Q ⊆ P 3 , define two disjoint lines W 1 , W 2 ⊆ G. A point l i ∈ W i represents a line on the i-th ruling of Q, i = 1, 2. If p ∈ Q is a point we denote by l i (p) the unique line of the i-th ruling going through p. Let W be the disjoint union
There exists a surjective morphism ϕ : H → G defined by mapping a point Z ∈ H to its associated line l Z . Theorem 1.1. The Hilbert scheme H is isomorphic to the blow up of the Grassmannian G along W .
Proof. The morphism ϕ is birational, and its inverse is a rational map defined by
By the universal property of blowing up we have a commutative diagram:
ρ G where ρ is the blowup morphism. Since both H and Bl W G are smooth, α is an isomorphism if and only if it is bijective, by Zariski's Main Theorem. It is obviously bijective on G − W . By explicit calculations on the exceptional locus it can be verified that α is a bijection.
Let σ 1,0 ∈ A * (G) be the Schubert cycle of points l ∈ G intersecting a given line r in P 3 . We set T 3 := ϕ * (σ 1,0 ).
1.2. The cone of effective curves. We define three 3-codimensional cycle classes and show that they generate the cone of effective curves in H. Fix a point l 1 ∈ W 1 and let C(l 1 ) be a line in the plane Sym 2 (l 1 ). Note that all the points Z of H contained in C(l 1 ) are such that Supp Z ⊆ l 1 . We denote by C 1 the corresponding cycle class in A 3 (H). We define the class C 2 analogously. Fix a point p 0 ∈ Q and consider the line C(p 0 ) = P(T Q,p 0 ). Let F be the corresponding cycle class in
Remark 1.5. Let ι be the involution of Q = P 1 × P 1 defined by ι(p, q) = (q, p). The induced involution on H, also denoted by ι, interchanges T 1 and T 2 , T 6 and T 7 , T 8 and T 9 , T 10 and T 11 , and leaves the other T i 's invariant.
1.4. The action of Aut(Q) on H. Let A 0 = P GL(2) × P GL(2) be the connected component containing the identity in A = Aut(Q). Then A = A 0 ιA 0 . There are four orbits on H with respect to the A-action, and we can give a description of all of them:
Here indexes are chosen equal to the dimensions of the orbits.
The closed orbit ∆ 2 is the disjoint union of two closed subvarieties ∆
Note that ∆ 3 = ∆ is the divisor of non-reduced points, i.e. the image ofδ.
The orbit Σ 3 is the disjoint union Σ 
we have that item 1 of Lemma 1.6 holds with the inequality
Remark 1.8. Note that A is not integral, so we will apply the Position Lemma 1.6 to G = A 0 .
Remark 1.9. For any p ∈ Q the cycle Γ(p) intersects the stratification properly.
Since these intersections are non-empty, it is also true that Γ(p) Σ 3 ∆ 3 .
We set Γ(p) reg to be the locus of Γ(p) where the intersection with the stratification is transversal. 
This means the intersection is not transversal. Now consider the closed immersion f : Q → Q × Q, defined by f (q) = (p, q). Let θ be the quotient map defined in §1.1. There exists a unique induced closed immersionf : [Har] , Chap. II Cor. 7.15. Choosing local coordinates on H andŨ it is easy to see that for each (p, v) 
Asf is a closed immersion and ∆ 3 is open dense in ∆, it follows that Γ(p) does not intersect ∆ 3 transversally. In order to study the differential of the map Γ(p) → Σ 3 it is enough to restrict it to the divisorW k and to study the differential of Q − {p} → Q × Q − δ, q → (p, q). As Q = P 1 × P 1 we can choose affine coordinates on both P 1 's so that p = (p 1 , p 2 ) and the above map becomes:
Denoting by x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 the coordinates on A 4 , the tangent space T (p,q)Wk is the 3-dimensional affine space defined by the equation
is the 2-dimensional affine space defined by the equations
that is to say, Γ(p) intersects Σ 3 transversally.
1.5. The locus ∆ of non-reduced points of H. We will refer to the locus ∆ of non-reduced points of H as the diagonal of H. Its class in
in a smooth conic. The natural map s : ∆ → Q is defined by mapping a non-reduced point to its support so we will call it the support map. 
Proof. Let T j = i * T j , by abuse of notation. The thesis follows from the equality Proof. Let C ⊆ ∆ be an effective curve of class (α, β, γ) . Then i * C is an effective curve in H of class (a, b, c) for some non-negative integers a, b, c. By the projection formula, deg
2 is an integer number equal to α, hence a is even. The same is true for b, by symmetry. Remark 1.13. By the adjunction formula and Remark 1.3 we get c 1 (T ∆ ) = 2T 3 .
1.6. The divisor Σ. Let Σ be given by the disjoint unionW 1 W 2 of the two exceptional divisors of the blowup map ϕ; as an element of A 1 (H) it is the class
Note thatW 1 is isomorphic to P 2 × P 1 because it is the relative Hilbert scheme Hilb
Lemma 1.14. Let j 1 :W 1 → H be the inclusion. Then j *
It is easy to see that j 1 * (A 1 ) = C 1 . Hence it is elementary to verify the claim. Proof. We know that j 1 * (A 1 ) = C 1 , hence it is enough to prove that j 1 * (A 2 ) = 2C 2 + 2F . This follows by Lemma 1.14 and the projection formula.
1.7. Description of some effective curves. We describe all the effective connected curves in some cycle classes in A 1 (H). We refer to Section 1.1 for the notation. We will use Propositions 1.12 and 1.16 without explicit reference throughout. For more details see [P] §1.7.
In the next sections we will make explicit calculations on the moduli spaces of stable maps involving the following classes of curves.
Curves of class (0, 0, c).
A curve of class (0, 0, c) is contained in ∆: it is c times a fiber C(p) of the support map over some p ∈ Q.
Curves of class (1, 0, c), (0, 1, c) . Since the classes (1, 0, c), (0, 1, c) are symmetric under the involution we need to analyse only one of them. We choose (1, 0, c).
Letφ :
An irreducible curve of class (1, 0, 1) has the form C(p 1 , l 1 ) = {Z ∈ H : Supp Z = (p 1 , q), q ∈ l 1 }, where p 1 ∈ Q is a fixed point and l 1 ∈ W 1 a fixed line such that p 1 / ∈ l 1 . A reducible curve of this class is the union of two irreducible effective
For c ≥ 2 there are only reducible curves of class (1, 0, c):
Curves of class (1, 1, c), c ≤ 1. Connected curves of class (1, 1, 0) do not exist.
Let C be a reducible curve of type (1, 1, 1). We have three possible decompositions:
We have two possible families of irreducible curves of class (1, 1, 1). Fix a plane Λ ⊆ P 3 and a general point q ∈ Λ, q / ∈ Q. If Λ is general a curve of such a class is a line Λ(l) in Hilb 2 (Λ ∩ Q), whose points are the closed subschemes Z such that Supp Z ⊆ (Λ ∩ Q), q ∈ l Z . Otherwise the irreducible curve is determined by choosing Λ tangent to Q at a point p and q ∈ Λ such that q / ∈ Λ ∩ Q. Its points are the closed subschemes Z such that Supp Z ∩ l 1 (p) = ∅, Supp Z ∩ l 2 (p) = ∅ and q ∈ l Z . Note that such a curve has only 4 moduli, while the expected dimension is 5.
Remark 1.17. Note that irreducible curves C(p 1 , l 1 ), C(p 2 , l 2 ), Λ(l), of class T 11 , T 10 and T 12 respectively, intersect the stratification properly.
Virtual fundamental classes
This section presents some results about the way of computing some GW invariants we will need in the following. In particular we calculate the virtual fundamental class of two moduli spaces of stable maps on H.
2.1. Deformation theory on M 0,n (H, β). We recall the following fundamental result (see [K] Theorem II.1.7):
Theorem 2.1. If µ : C → H is a n-pointed stable map and In order to compute some GW invariants, we need to control the smoothness of the moduli space M 0,n (H, β). H is not convex, but it is an almost-homogeneous space under the action of A.
, therefore it is homogeneous, hence convex. The formula for d Σ follows from Remark 2.2 and Corollary 1.15. This proves statement a).
The support map s : ∆ → Q gives the exact sequence:
Let µ : P 1 → ∆ be a stable map. We need only to prove that H 1 (P 1 , µ * T ∆/Q ) vanishes, since Q is homogeneous. The generators of the cone of effective curves in ∆ are such that the degree of T ∆/Q restricted to each of them is non-negative, so deg µ
As before the formula for d ∆ follows from Remarks 2.2 and 1.13. This concludes the proof.
Theorem 2.4. If µ : C → H is a stable map from a genus 0 curve such that no component of C is mapped entirely into
, the open dense orbit for the action on H induced by A. The action on Σ 4 is transitive, so T H is generically generated by global sections on H. Let µ : C → H be as in the hypothesis; then µ * T H is generically generated by global sections on C. This means that H 1 (C, µ * T H ) = 0 and the moduli space M 0,0 (H, β) is smooth at [C, µ] of the expected dimension by Theorem 2.1.
2.2. The moduli space M 0,0 (H, (0, 0, c)). Here and in the following section we prove some results on the virtual fundamental class of two moduli spaces which we will use later to make explicit calculations. The virtual fundamental class is defined on M g,n (X, β) by using a perfect obstruction theory (in the sense of [B-F] , [Beh] ) or, equivalently, a tangent-obstruction complex (as in [L-T] We will always denote the obstruction bundle by E.
whose fiber over a point [C,
It follows that the obstruction bundle on M g,n (X, β) is the pullback of the obstruction bundle on M g,0 (X, β). and it is contained in ∆ which is convex. Then the moduli space M 0,0 (H, (0, 0, c)) is smooth of dimension 2c bigger than the expected one, ed H = 1. The obstruction bundle E = R 1 π * (ev * T H ) has rank 2c − 1, and its stalk at the point
Proposition 2.6. If the moduli space M g,n (X, β) is smooth over the Artin stack
By Proposition 2.6 the virtual fundamental class is given by the product:
We have that:
whereẼ is such that:
Proof. Letẽv : M 0,1 (H, (0, 0, c)) → ∆ be the evaluation map into ∆ such that the composition with the inclusion ∆ → H gives the usual evaluation
By [L-Q] Lemma 3.2, E sits in the exact sequence:
Hence we get:
Note that the inverse image g −1 (p), p ∈ Q, is isomorphic to M 0,0 (P 1 , c), with P 1 ∼ = M 2 (p) the punctual Hilbert scheme of points on Q at p. With respect to the diagram:
This concludes the proof.
2.3. The moduli space M 0,0 (H, (1, 0, c)). In this section we want to study the moduli spaces M 0,0 (H, (1, 0, c)) and compute (part of) their virtual fundamental classes. By Corollary 1.4 they have expected dimension equal to 3.
The moduli space M 0,0 (H, (1, 0, 0)) is smooth of the expected dimension, because (1, 0, 0) is the class of a curve contained in Σ which is convex and M 0,0 (Σ, (1, 0, 0)) has the same expected dimension (by Theorem 2.3).
We recall from Section 1.7 that the only irreducible curves of class (1, 0, c) must have c = 0 or 1; they are all smooth and rational, and if c = 1 they are disjoint from ∆. In M 0,0 (H, (1, 0, 1)) the open substack of maps having irreducible domain is also closed. It is easy to see ( [P] §2.6) that M 0,0 (H, (1, 0, 1)) is smooth of the expected dimension.
Irreducible curves of class (0, 0, c) necessarily have c = 1, they are smooth, rational and contained in ∆. Hence the domain of every stable map in M 0,0 (H, (1, 0, c)) is reducible for c ≥ 2. If µ : C → H is a stable map of class (1, 0, c) with c ≥ 2, C has a unique component C 0 mapping isomorphically to a curve of class (1, 0, 0). This defines an A 0 -equivariant morphism:
Lemma 2.8. The general fiber of τ , i.e. over a curve intersecting ∆ transversally in two points, is isomorphic to:
In particular τ is smooth over the open dense
Proof. Let C be a general curve of class (1, 0, 0). Since C is fixed as well as its intersection points with the diagonal, the only moduli comes from the choice of the sheeted covers of the (0, 0, 1)-curves, i.e. curves in M (c i ), i = 1, 2 with c 1 + c 2 = License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
c ≥ 2, such that the marked point mapping to the origin of the (0, 0, 1)-curve is in C ∩ ∆.
Remark 2.9. The composition of the inclusion:
with the forgetful map M 0,0 (H, (1, 0, c) ) → M 0,0 is smooth on its image which consists of the (smooth) locus of codimension 2 parametrizing curves with two nodes q 1 , q 2 if c 1 , c 2 > 0, and the divisor parametrizing curves with a node in q 1 if c 2 = 0 or in q 2 if c 1 = 0.
Remark 2.10. A general fiber of τ has expected dimension equal to zero, since M 0,0 (H, (1, 0, c)) has expected dimension ed H = 3 and τ is smooth on the open dense orbit.
is equal to the sum of the virtual fundamental classes of all components. Moreover each of them must have expected dimension equal to zero.
To calculate the virtual fundamental class of a general fiber of τ we need to know the obstruction bundle E at one of its points. Fix [D, µ] a point in such a fiber:
We assume c i > 0, for i = 1, 2; the case with some c i equal to 0 is similar but easier. The following lemma gives a description of the space H 1 (D, µ * T H ) which will permit us to express E as the cokernel of an injection (see Proposition 2.12).
Proof. We consider the exact sequence in cohomology:
The support map s : ∆ → Q is a P 1 -bundle, so the usual exact sequence
and the above sequence becomes 
In particular it has rank 2 i=1 (2c i − 2). Proof. In general the absolute obstruction theory Ext
The moduli space M 0,0 (H, (1, 0, c)) is not smooth over M 0,0 ; however it is smooth over the smooth 2-codimensional locus defined by not smoothing the nodes at q 1 , q 2 (see Remark 2.9). The normal space to this locus is i=1,2
(For more details see [P] Propositions 2.2.4, 2.6.10.)
It is a vector bundle of rank 2c i − 2 on M (c i ). It is the one we find when we have only one node on D. Since E c 1 ⊕ E c 2 and E fit into the same exact sequence, we have the equality
In [Gr] , Graber constructs a variety X by blowing up P 2 in a point and then blowing up a point on the exceptional divisor. He gets two exceptional divisors meeting in a node. Let A be the (-1)-curve, B the (-2)-curve and β c = A + cB. He shows that the moduli space M 0,0 (X, β c ) is smooth of expected dimension zero and isomorphic to M (c). Also its virtual fundamental class can be realized as the top Chern class of a vector bundleẼ c which sits in the same exact sequence defining the bundle E c . Then c top (E c ) = c top (Ẽ c ).
Proposition 2.13 (Graber) . For all c ≥ 2, c top (Ẽ c ) = 0.
Proof. This is Proposition 3.5 in [Gr] .
Remark 2.14. Let M * (c) be the fiber over (0, ∞) of the evaluation map ev
Denote by E * c the obstruction bundle of M * (c). The following diagram is commutative:
where g and f forget the point mapping to ∞. In particular it can be proved that E * c is the pullback bundle f * E c of the obstruction bundle of M (c), so that its top Chern class vanishes for c ≥ 2 (see [P] Remark 2.6.12, Lemma 2.6.13).
Theorem 2.15. The virtual fundamental class of a component of a general fiber of τ is given by:
Proof. If c 1 , c 2 are 0 or 1, then M (c 1 ) × M (c 2 ) is smooth of the expected dimension equal to zero and the virtual fundamental class coincides with the usual fundamental class. If c 1 or c 2 is bigger than or equal to 2, then by Proposition 2.13 the top Chern class of the obstruction bundle vanishes.
2.4. Some vanishing results. We prove some vanishing results for the GW invariants which are related to the particular geometry of the effective curves involved.
For an exhaustive treatment of the invariants and their properties see for instance [K-M] .
Note that Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 imply: 
) is a cycle in the smooth locus of M g,0 (X, β):
Consider the classes Proof. Suppose c = 1. A curve (0, 0, 1) is incident to the cycle Γ(p) if it is the curve of non-reduced subschemes supported on p, i.e. if it is the fiber over p of the support map s:
Let ev be the evaluation map M 0,1 (H, (0, 0, 1)) → H. Since s is flat, s [Ful] Lemma 1.71) and it is of codimension 2 in M 0,1 (H, (0, 0, 1)).
As a set ev
where E is the obstruction bundle on M 0,0 (H, (0, 0, 1)) and it has rank 1, so that Proof. Consider the diagram:
, where E is the obstruction sheaf on M 0,0 (H, (0, 0, c)) andẼ is the sheaf defined in Proposition 2.7. So we have to calculate:
Note that a point [C, x, µ] ∈ M 0,1 (H, (0, 0, c)) is such that the support of µ(C) = µ(x) = Z is a point p ∈ Q, because a curve of class (0, 0, c) is a multiple cover of a fiber of s.
The above diagram is commutative; let f be the composition g • π = s •ẽv. Let h 1 be the cycle class of the first ruling on Q and ζ = c 1 (Nδ |Ũ ) of degree −1 on a fiber of the blowup mapδ → δ. Then it is easy to verify that i * T 8 = 2 · s * h 1 · ζ. We have to calculate the degree:
Since −K Q · h 1 = 2h 3 , where h 3 is the point-class in A 2 (Q), we get:
Let x ∈ ∆ be a point; we denote by M 1 the inverse imageẽv −1 (x) and by
is the point-class in ∆, by the projection formula and what we said in Section 2.2, our invariant is:
With notation as in Section 2.3, let M * ⊆ M 0,0 (H, (1, 0, c) (H, (1, 0, c) ) (H, (1, 0, c) ) (H, (1, 0, 0) ).
The map π forgets the marked points and (eventually) stabilizes the curve. The map τ is the surjective map defined in Section 2.3. It is easy to see that fibers of τ are 3-codimensional (see also Remark 2.8.3 in [P] for a detailed proof).
Proposition 2.19. If c > 2, then all GW invariants γ 1 γ 2 γ 3 β for curves of type (1, 0, c), (0, 1, c) vanish.
Proof. The two cases are symmetric. We consider only (1, 0, c) .
We have seen that such a curve is reducible. It has a component of class (1, 0, 0) not contained in ∆, and it decomposes as:
We are free to choose a basis of A * (H) such that every cycle class can be represented by cycles intersecting the stratification properly. It is enough to prove that GW invariants involving such classes vanish. Choose three of them γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 satisfying cod γ i = 6. This condition means we are looking at three possible 3-uples of elements whose codimensions, up to a permutation of indexes, are (1, 1, 4), (1, 2, 3), (2, 2, 2).
Consider the diagram:
. By Remark 1.7 cod A ≥ 6. Let π be the flat map defined before and B = π(A); then cod B ≥ 3. If cod B > 3, the GW invariants vanish for dimensional reasons, so we can assume cod B = 3.
If the class of a map [f ] is in B, then all the points in τ −1 (τ ([f ])) are in B, because they differ only by the choice of a multiple cover of (0, 0, 1) and this does not affect incidence conditions. The codimension of a fiber of τ is already equal to 3, so B is a union of finitely many components of fibers of τ . With notation as in Section 2.3 the set B is:
where M (0) is a point. If c > 2, then there exists i such that c i > 1. By Theorem 2.15: γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 (1,0,c) = 0.
Quantum cohomology
Quantum cohomology is a deformation of the cup product of A * (H) involving the genus zero Gromov-Witten invariants. In particular the small quantum cohomology ring QH * s (H) of H incorporates only the genus zero 3-point GW invariants in its product.
In this section we give a presentation of QH * s (H) and describe a (partial) algorithm computing all the GW invariants on H.
We do not give explicitly the complete computations of all the invariants we need. For a more detailed treatment we refer to [P] , Chap. 3. 
Notation. The cup product in
where γ = y 4 T 4 + · · · + y 13 T 13 and q
. Note that if one of the indexes i, j, k is zero, then the expression vanishes, because of the condition β = 0.
Consider the free y] ] generated by T 0 , . . ., T 13 . The so-called * -product yields a Q[ [q, y] ]-algebra structure on it, and it is defined by:
It is well known that the * -product is commutative, associative, with unit T 0 . In particular let γ 1 , . . . , γ n be cohomology classes on H, β in A 1 (H) the class of an effective curve and A, B sets of indexes. Then the associativity law reads:
where the sum is over all the possible partitions A ∪ B = [n] of n indexes, all possible sums β 1 + β 2 = β with β i effective and over e, f = 0, . . . , 13.
By definition the big quantum cohomology ring of H is the
The small quantum cohomology ring QH * s (H) of H is defined by setting to zero all the formal variables y i . Moreover QH * s (H) is graded by deg q 1 =deg q 2 = 2, deg q 3 = 0 and deg T j = cod T j . Since q 1 , q 2 have positive degree, we have
Hence the small quantum cohomology ring of H is:
It is a deformation of A * (H): we can recover the Chow ring of H by setting all the q i variables equal to zero.
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is an isomorphism.
Proof. As in [F-P] we can use a Nakayama-type induction. First we observe that given a homogeneous map ψ : M → N between two finitely generated Q(q, Z)-modules such that the induced map 
is free over Q of rank 14, so ϕ is an isomorphism.
Explicit calculations of some invariants.
We calculate all the monomials arising from the * -product of two generators of A * (H), except T 4 * T 4 (see Remark 3.6).
We distinguish different cases.
where we use Proposition 2.17, Lemma 2.18 and Remark 1.5. If T i is a divisor class with i = 3:
If T i , T j are divisor classes with i, j = 3:
If T i is a divisor class with i = 3:
Finally: (1, 0, c) and (0, 1, c) where we use Proposition 2.17 again. By the vanishing result in Proposition 2.19, it is enough to calculate T 13 β and T 4 , cod 3 β with β = (1, 0, c), (0, 1, c) , 0 ≤ c ≤ 2. Proof. We give a detailed proof for the case T 13 (1,0,c) ; the other proofs are similar.
For details see [P] §3.4. If E is the rank d H − 3 obstruction bundle on M 0,0 (H, (1, 0, c)), by Theorem 2.16 we have to compute:
where Z is a general point of H representing the class T 13 and π is the map forgetting a point and stabilizing.
If c = 0, we know that M 0,0 (H, (1, 0, 0)) is smooth of expected dimension 3. In particular the top Chern class of E gives 1. We can choose a representative Z of the class T 13 such that l Z / ∈ W 1 ; then the fiber ev −1 (Z) is empty and the GW invariant vanishes.
If c = 1, we have to analyse separately what happens on the two components of the moduli space. We can choose Z / ∈ ∆ ∪ Σ, with Supp Z = {p 0 , q 0 }, so reducible curves of type (1, 0, 1) give no contribution to the invariant. Let us consider a stable map with image an irreducible curve. It is a smooth point for the moduli space M 0,1 (H, (1, 0, 1)) which is 4-dimensional in it. Denote by M irr the irreducible component parametrizing such maps; then ev(M irr ) = H. The restricted map ev : M irr → H has degree two, because an irreducible curve C of class (1, 0, 1) is completely determined by choosing a line l 1 ∈ W 1 and a point p 1 / ∈ l 1 , and all its points are reduced. Hence the fiber over Z contains two points: the isomorphism classes [P 1 , x, µ] where
Similarly for the other map. Then we have a contribution 2 to the GW invariant.
If c = 2, all the curves of class (1, 0, 2) are reducible and contained in ∆ ∪ Σ, so choosing Z / ∈ ∆ ∪ Σ the fiber ev −1 (Z) is empty and the GW invariant vanishes.
We want to apply Proposition 3.1 to get a presentation of QH * s (H). Hence we need to write down the 17 relations defining A * (H) using the * -product. We will denote them by f * i . Using associativity, we can calculate almost all the GW invariants we need to reach our aim.
For example the identity (T 1 * T 1 ) * T 2 = T 1 * (T 1 * T 2 ) gives:
By comparing the coefficients of the variables and by Proposition 2.19 we find:
Among the necessary invariants which cannot be computed with this technique there are those already calculated in Lemma 2.18 and Theorem 3.2. The rest of them can be worked out by hand like in the following examples. For more details see [P] §3.4. 6 (0,1,c) . We want to calculate:
The invariant T 11 T
where γ = {Z ∈ H : Supp Z ∩ l 1 = ∅, Supp Z ∩ l 1 = ∅} is a cycle representing T 6 , for fixed lines l 1 , l 1 ∈ W 1 , and E is the obstruction bundle on M 0,0 (H, (0, 1, c) ).
Both representatives of T 6 and T 11 can be chosen general. If c = 0 the invariant gives 1, because of the geometry of a curve of class (0, 1, 0). If c = 1 we do not have any contribution from the irreducible curves by the genericity assumptions. Let C be a reducible curve of class (0, 1, 1). It has to be a union C(l 2 ) ∪ C(p) for some p ∈ Q and l 2 ∈ W 2 . Since all the points on C(p 1 , l 1 ) and γ are reduced, C can intersects them only along C(l 2 ). The line l 2 = l 2 (p 1 ) is then determined. The curve C(l 2 ) is the line in Sym 2 (l 2 (p 1 )) through (p 1 , l 2 ∩ l 1 ) and (l 2 ∩ l 1 , l 2 ∩ l 1 ). Moreover there are two possible points for attaching C(p). This gives a contribution 2 to the invariant.
If c = 2 we know that each stable map µ has a reducible domain curve D, in particular µ(D) is a curve of class C 2 + c 1 F + c 2 F with c 1 + c 2 = 2. The F -components are points of M (c 1 ) and M (c 2 ) respectively. As before the intersection points with C(p 1 , l 1 ) and γ lie on the C 2 -component which is completely determined. It intersects ∆ in at most two points Z i , with Supp Z i = q i . Then by Proposition 2.19 there is only a point satisfying all the incident conditions [D, x 1 , x 2 , µ] ∈ M 0,2 (H, (0, 1, 2)):
It is a reduced point so it counts with multiplicity one.
The invariant T 13 , cod 3 (1,1,1) . Choosing general representatives for the classes T 10 , T 11 , T 12 , T 13 , stable maps from reducible curves of class (1, 1, 1) give no contribution because the expected dimension of M 0,2 (H, (1, 1, 1) ) is 7 while reducible curves have less moduli. Then we restrict ourselves to studying what happens on the component M 0,2 (H, (1, 1, 1) ) irr parametrizing maps from irreducible curves of class (1, 1, 1), which is smooth of the expected dimension. Fix a general point Z 0 of H representing T 13 with Supp Z 0 = {p 0 , q 0 }.
The map µ is an isomorphism with the image curve Λ(l), which is a line l in Hilb 2 (Λ ∩ Q) for Λ a general plane in P 3 . Since both Z 0 and Z 1 are in Λ∩Q, l Z 1 ∩l Z 0 = ∅, because they lie on the same plane; then ev 2 (ev
The map ev 2 has degree 1 over A, in fact given a general point Z ∈ A, the lines l Z 0 , l Z generate a unique plane Λ. It cuts a section Λ ∩ Q on Q and there is a unique line l ⊆Hilb 2 (Λ ∩ Q) through Z 0 , Z. A curve Λ(l) with two markings is uniquely determined. Hence the fiber over Z consists of a unique point [P 1 , x 1 , x 2 , µ] where µ :
If m = 1 and n ≥ 2, then I = T 4 γ 1 · · · γ n β and we use equation (6):
to reduce our problem to the previous case. We refer to Section 3.1 for the notation. In particular, the above sums are over all the possible decompositions β 1 + β 2 = β with β j effective, j = 1, 2.
Since γ i ∈ S for i = 1, . . . , n, there exists a decomposition γ n = α ∪ α 1 with α 1 ∈ A 1 (H) and deg α = deg γ n − 1. In order to apply equation (6), we choose:
By induction, we know all the invariants with β j = 0. We look only to the terms with either β 1 or β 2 equal to zero, i.e. on the left-hand side:
and on the right-hand side:
where R = γ s = γ 2 ·. . .·γ n−1 . By equalities (7), I 1 = I is the invariant we want to compute (this will always be the case throughout this proof). Up to a (possibly null) scalar I 2 is T 4 ∪γ 1 ·α·R β . All its arguments are in S. Analogously I 4 is proportional to the known invariant
the minimal degree has decreased by one. Then we can write I as a combination of lower degree terms. After a finite number of steps we can reduce our problem to the case with n = 1. If m ≥ 2 and n = 1, then I = T m 4 γ 1 β , and we have three possibilities for cod γ 1 . If cod γ 1 = 4, we can suppose γ 1 = T 13 . As before, we need only to consider the sums (8) and (9) with:
In I 2 we have a lower number of T 4 's as well as in I 3 and I 4 , since T 4 ∪ T k and T 4 ∪ T l are in S. We can reduce the problem to find T 4 T 13 γ β , with γ ∈ A 2 (H) ∩ S, i.e. m = 1. If cod γ 1 = 3, then we can decompose it as γ 1 = α ∪ α 1 , with α 1 ∈ A 1 (H) as above. Fixing
we get I 2 proportional to T m−2 4 T 13 α β , so we know it by induction. The invariant
· α · T 4 ∪ α 1 β has less T 4 -classes, and the minimal degree is lower. Finally I 4 is proportional to T m−1 4 T 13 β , so it is known. By induction we reduce to the case n = 1 or m = 1.
If cod γ 1 = 2, we use the same trick with:
4.2. The basic correspondence. Let g : a, b, c) ) satisfying the following conditions ( †):
We can associate to g a map µ : C → Q by:
where U is the universal family. Then C is a smooth hyperelliptic curve of genus g C = a + b − c − 1 and bi-degree (b, a). The map µ : C → Q satisfies the following conditions ( ‡): -C is a smooth hyperelliptic curve, -both µ i do not factor through π, -both differentials dµ i are injective on ramification points of π.
, with hyperelliptic map π : C → P 1 . If it satisfies ( ‡), there exists a canonical map g : P 1 → H which induces it (see [P] d 2 ) ) be the open subset parametrizing maps µ satisfying ( ‡).
Theorem 4.5. There is a canonical isomorphism:
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.4 in [Gr] never makes use of the fact that the curves are in P 2 ; then it works also for hyperelliptic curves on Q.
4.3. Enumerative results. By Theorem 4.5 we might expect a relationship among the number n of hyperelliptic curves on Q of bi-degree (d 1 , d 2 ), genus g, passing through r general points; some Gromov-Witten invariants involving the cycle Γ(p), p ∈ Q; and the moduli space
). In particular we need to exclude undesired contributions to the number n coming from stable maps either living in the wrong dimension or with a reducible domain curve. Proof. Theorem 4.6 (which is proven in Section 4.4) says that given a stable map µ : C → H satisfying all incident conditions, aside from the distinguished component of C of class (a, b, c 0 ), all other components are of type (0, 0, c ) and they are entirely mapped into ∆. So they are multiple covers of P 1 . Moreover, adding a component of type (0, 0, c ) to a stable map can never cause it to be incident to any extra Γ(q), since it would force another component of the curve to meet the corresponding cycle. Finally, different (0, 0, c )-components are disjoint, since they are different fibers of the support map s. They must be incident to the distinguished component, because C is connected.
We conclude that the source curve looks like a comb, with the component of class (a, b, c 0 ) as the handle and the components of class (0, 0, c ) as the teeth. We get exactly the same picture obtained in [Gr] .
There is a finite number of such curves. In fact, if C is irreducible, then Theorem 4.6 confirms our assertion. If C is reducible, we have only a finite number of possibilities for the multiple covers of a (0, 0, 1)-curve and only a finite number of points of intersection of the distinguished component with ∆. So there are only finitely many potential image curves for stable maps incident to all of the cycles.
To prove smoothness, by item 2 of Position Lemma 1.6 it is enough to prove that ev Definition 4.11. Fix k general points p i on Q and l ≥ 0 general pairs of points q j , q j with k + 3l = r, r = 2d 1 + 2d 2 + 1. Let E l ((d 1 , d 2 ), g) be the number of hyperelliptic curves on Q of genus g and bi-degree (d 1 , d 2 ) passing through all the points and also satisfying the condition that q i is hyperelliptically conjugate to q i for all i. STEP 4. Suppose C is reducible and µ(C) ⊆ ∆ ∪ Σ. In particular assume that C has k irreducible components C i such that:
We fix the notation:
is of class (a 1 , b 1 , c 1 ) , class (a 3 , b 3 , c 3 ) . The conditions a j = a, b j = b, c j = c hold. The image curve µ(D j ) intersects r j cycles. By the previous results we know that r j ≤ 2a j + 2b j for all j; then r 1 + r 2 + r 3 ≤ 2a + 2b < r. The curve µ(C) does not intersect all the cycles Γ(p i ).
STEP 5. Let R be the subset of M 0,r (H, (a, b, c) ) parametrizing stable maps [C, µ, x j ] such that C = C i and each C i intersects Σ 4 , the dense orbit. It is a proper closed subset of the smooth locus, hence it has dimension lower than 2r. Assume r 0 = 2a 0 + 2b 0 + 1 and r 1 = 2a 1 + 2b 1 . Theorem 4.6 applies to C 0 , by induction. It implies that µ(C 1 ) intersects r 1 +1 cycles and a point of intersection is in ∆ ∪ Σ (the proof is exactly the same as in [Gr] Theorem 2.7). This is impossible. Then a 1 = b 1 = 0.
Remark 4.15. Note that because of smoothness in Corollary 4.7 hyperelliptic curves are enumerated with multiplicity one. This fact was not proven in [P] .
